The MAIN Event

SATURDAY, APRIL 22, 2017 • 7-11:30 PM

PRESENTED BY BENEFITING THE DAYTON METRO LIBRARY FOUNDATION

PNC
Tonight, as we preview this incredible new Main Library, we hope you recognize that you are part of a once-in-a-lifetime celebration. As Co-Chairs of Team 17, the volunteer committee responsible for orchestrating THE MAIN EVENT, we’re proud to have led our team to present this exciting event. Our planning was guided by three goals: to showcase the Library’s transformation, to attract diverse audiences, and to empower new ambassadors to share the story of the Library’s vital role in our community.

Oh, and during our two-year planning cycle, we also established an unspoken mission – to throw a party like this town has never seen before! So, welcome! You are making history as we pull back the curtain to unveil this stunning community asset.

As you explore all three floors, marveling at the beautiful new spaces filled with energy and entertainment, discovering food, drink, hands-on activities, live art and exciting performers at every turn, we know you’ll see the unlimited potential that exists in YOUR new Main Library.

We are grateful to our fellow loyal and creative Team 17 volunteers, the Library staff, and each and every sponsor for making THE MAIN EVENT possible. We are inspired knowing that tonight’s proceeds directly benefit the Foundation, helping the Library address critical community needs, and continuing its mission to inform, inspire and enrich us all.

Shhhhh No More.... Welcome, and enjoy THE MAIN EVENT!

Michelle Kaye & Rodney Veal
Co-Chairs, THE MAIN EVENT
On behalf of...

...the Dayton Metro Library Foundation – Welcome to THE MAIN EVENT!

As a long-time library volunteer I have learned why an affiliated Library Foundation must exist for our Library: a Foundation fuels aspirations.

The Library’s work is more critical now than ever. The Library is deeply connected to so many community-wide initiatives that have the capacity to dramatically impact early childhood literacy, third grade reading proficiency, and out-of-school enrichment, as well as career and workforce development. These initiatives need funding.

While the Library will always be a trusted resource for information, and a joyful space that encourages the love of learning, the institution must also be a strong partner to address contemporary community needs.

The Foundation works to help the Library with efforts that fall outside of the general tax-supported budget, allowing the Library to nimbly respond to societal trends.

Your participation in THE MAIN EVENT, whether as a funder, performer, vendor, volunteer, or attendee, makes a strong statement: You believe in the unlimited potential that our Library represents. Thank you for joining us, and thank you for helping us celebrate this momentous occasion – for ALL of us, with lasting outcomes.

Gratefully,

MICHAEL MERZ
President, Dayton Metro Library Foundation

ABOUT THE
DAYTON METRO LIBRARY Foundation

The Dayton Metro Library Foundation was formally launched in 2014 with a mission to enhance and expand the Library’s excellence. The Foundation funds special projects and unmet needs to make the Library an even more exciting, relevant and engaging place for learning, literacy, entertainment and community engagement.

The Foundation focuses on these primary areas of concern:

- ENHANCED EDUCATION
- COLLEGE, CAREER AND WORKFORCE DEVELOPMENT
- TECHNOLOGY
- ACCESSIBILITY
- FACILITIES
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Learn more at DAYTONMETROLIBRARY.ORG/FOUNDATION

Covered with KINDNESS

Individual and Family Health Insurance

CareSource is a proud sponsor of The Main Event in support of the Dayton Metro Library Foundation.

©2017 CareSource. All Rights Reserved.
THE 1888 SOCIETY
is the Dayton Metro Library Foundation's Major Giving opportunity, ensuring that the Library continues to provide resources and high-quality services for people of every age and background.

1888 SOCIETY MEMBERSHIP BENEFITS:

$1,888 - $3,499:
All 1888 Society members who pledge by August 1, 2017, will be included on our permanent Donor Wall in the new Main Library. This wall is a stylized, artistic representation of a bookshelf, with your name on the “spine” of a book.

$3,500 - $4,999:
Members who invest at this level receive invitations to behind-the-scenes tours and special events, in addition to inclusion on the Donor Wall.

$5,000 - $9,999:
Community Rooms are the heart of our Branches. All members at this level will be recognized on signage in every Community Room across the county, in addition to inclusion on the Donor Wall.

For donations at the $10,000 level and up, there are many Naming Rights opportunities available. We would be happy to discuss them with you!

THERE’S STILL TIME TO BECOME A Founding Member OF THE 1888 SOCIETY
Visit us tonight in the Atrium across from the Eichelberger Forum, or go to DAYTONMETROLIBRARY.ORG/FOUNDATION.

ARCHITECTURE INTERIOR DESIGN PLANNING

Congratulations, Dayton Metro Library!
**THE MAIN Event**

**Entertainment Schedule**

**THE ATRIUM**
- 6:15-7 PM | 8:45-9 PM | 9:45-10 PM
  - Pianist Steffin Johnson
- 7:15-8 PM | 9-10 PM
  - Meet the Artist: Terry Welker
- 8:15 PM | Three Story Champagne Toast
- 8:15-8:45 PM | Femme Fatale Dancers & Silk Aerialists

**THE EICHELBERGER FORUM MAIN STAGE**
- 7-8:15 PM | The Bob Gray Orchestra*
- 9-9:45 PM | The Art of Word in Motion
- 10:15-11:15 PM | Son Del Caribe*

* Joined tonight by these featured dancers: Jennifer & Daniel Lorenzetti, Tenia & David Foster, and Ramon Gaitan & Katherine Bush

**THE IMAGINE PORTAL**
- Photo Ops with Library Mascots COSMO & PIP
- Explore AWE Early Literacy Technology
- Dedicate a Bookplate for Future Readers
- Celebrity Picture Book Collection and Readings

**OPPORTUNITY @ PATTERSON**
- Create & Make
  - Remember Shrinky Dinks?
  - 3D Printing & Giveaways
  - Electronic Fun with Snap Circuits
  - Retro Gaming with Raspberry Pi
  - Try Your Hand with the Textile Maker Kit
PARKSIDE PLACE & LOUNGE

BAR

SILENT AUCTION

BUFFET

SCHEDULE

PARKSIDE PLACE & LOUNGE

7 - 10 PM | SILENT AUCTION (Bidding ends at 10 PM)

7:15 - 8 PM | 9-10 PM
MEET THE ARTISTS: GRETCHEH DURST JACOBS & PAULA WILMOT KRAUS

7:15-8:15 PM | 8:45-9:30 PM | 10-11 PM
KEIGO HIRAKAWA TRIO

BUFFET

LAUNCH POINT
Sponsored by Miami Valley Regional Planning Commission

THE DAYTON ROOM
Sponsored by TAFT Law

BAR

THE DAYTON ROOM

Sponsored by Wright-Patt Credit Union

LAUNCH POINT
Sponsored by Miami Valley Regional Planning Commission

FLOOR 2

ENTERTAINMENT

TEENEDGE & GREEN SCREEN ROOM
• Be a Green Screen Video STAR with Buch TV Guy
• PS4 Just Dance
• Make THE MAIN EVENT Flair

THE DAYTON ROOM
• History Trivia: Who Do You Think THEY Are?
• New Library Technology: Digital Scanner Demo
• Meet the Artist: Katherine Kadish

LAUNCH POINT
• Zoot Theatre Company
• Record Favorite Library Memories with WYSO Community Voices
• Main Library Construction: A Story in Photographs by Andy Snow
The MAIN Event

Entertainment SCHEDULE

THE OEHLERS GREAT READING ROOM

7-10 PM | THE MURAL MACHINE
7:15-8 PM | 9-10 PM | MEET THE ARTISTS: SUSAN BYRNES & ANDREA MYERS
7:15-8:15 PM | 9:30-10 PM | BJSR ON GUITAR
8:45-9:15 PM | 10-10:30 PM | JACKSON RIFFLE ON MARIMBA

THE BASSANI THEATER OFF THIRD

7-7:45 PM | 8:45-9:30 PM | 10-10:30 PM | DJ RADIO BASIM
7:45-8 PM | 9:30-9:45 PM | BLACK BOX IMPROV THEATER WITH JUSTIN HOWARD
8-8:15 PM | 9:45-10 PM | DAYTON CONTEMPORARY DANCE COMPANY

FLOOR 3
The architecture of the new Main Library was influenced by the original location of the 1888 Library near the canal. The bend in the Atrium is an architectural nod to the canal that ran along what is now Patterson Boulevard.

Water (Dayton’s rivers and the old canal) is a source of architectural inspiration that can be seen in the bridges that span the grand staircase and in the bridge leading into the Children’s Imagine Portal.

The strong structural core of the 1962 building remains the foundation of the new Main Library. The two lower levels of the old building were originally built to hold books and government documents that, now being digital, no longer require storage. As a result, these levels were converted into an underground parking garage with no additional structural reinforcement needed.

The new Main Library has **four times the public space** of the previous building (120,000 square feet of public space; 224,000 square feet total).

The strong structural core of the 1962 building remains the foundation of the new Main Library.

The new Main Library has four times the public space of the previous building (120,000 square feet of public space; 224,000 square feet total).

**71 steps in the grand staircase** take you from the first floor to the third.

**Fractal Rain**, the art installation by Terry Welker, weighs a total of 1,000 lbs., contains 3,768 prisms and 389 Swarovski crystals.

The architecture of the new Main Library was influenced by the original location of the 1888 Library near the canal. The bend in the Atrium is an architectural nod to the canal that ran along what is now Patterson Boulevard.

Water (Dayton’s rivers and the old canal) is a source of architectural inspiration that can be seen in the bridges that span the grand staircase and in the bridge leading into the Children’s Imagine Portal.

The strong structural core of the 1962 building remains the foundation of the new Main Library. The two lower levels of the old building were originally built to hold books and government documents that, now being digital, no longer require storage. As a result, these levels were converted into an underground parking garage with no additional structural reinforcement needed.

The new Main Library has **four times the public space** of the previous building (120,000 square feet of public space; 224,000 square feet total).

There are **23,300 square feet of exterior glass** in the expansive windows.

There are **40,000 square feet of Meeting Rooms and Study Spaces** available for public use.

**WILL HOUSE:**

- **2,800** Audio Books
- **151** Magazine Subscriptions
- **13** Different Newspapers
- **100+** Public Computers
- plus, Special Collections, Government Documents, and Microfilm (and, of course, countless digital offerings).

Skanska ATCS is proud to build Libraries for a Smarter Future for Dayton Metro Library.

**Building What Matters**

usa.skanska.com
As the Libraries for a Smarter Future plan was taking shape, the Library received a generous, anonymous bequest intended to enhance our Libraries. With public art in mind, the Board of Trustees requested proposals from arts organizations for a project that would result in new artwork at each Dayton Metro Library location. ReImagining Works, a collaboration with THE DAYTON ART INSTITUTE, was born.

For the Main Library, Monet’s classic Waterlilies, Nam June Pak’s mixed media sculpture Four Decades, and the ancient Peruvian Mummy Mask were selected by public vote to be re-imagined, and six artist proposals were accepted. Plaques near each installation provide artist comments and details.

VISCOITY GARDEN BY SUSAN BYRNES, Cincinnati. Ninety individual cast rubber tiles form this piece on the east wall of the Oehlers Great Reading Room, Third Floor.

TRUSS AND RIVER BY GRETCHEN DURST JACOBS, Dayton. An oil on panel painting for the west wall of Parkside Place, Second Floor.

RIVER BY KATHERINE KADISH, Yellow Springs. Five monotypes on the north wall of the Berry Quiet Reading Room, Second Floor.

EN PLEIN AIR BY ANDREA MYERS, Columbus. Machine-sewn fabric collages on the south wall of the Oehlers Great Reading Room, Third Floor.

FRACTAL RAIN BY TERRY WELKER, Kettering. A large, kinetic sculpture of stainless steel wire and acrylic prisms hanging in The Atrium.

MORNING GLORY BY PAULA WILMOT KRAUS, Dayton. An inkjet print in Parkside Place, Second Floor.

ReImagining Works pieces have also been installed at the Electra C. Doren, Miami Township, Northwest, Brookville, New Lebanon, Kettering-Moraine, Vandalia and Miamisburg Branch Libraries. The project continues for the duration of the Libraries for a Smarter Future project.

For more information, visit DAYTONMETROLIBRARY.ORG/WORKS

TO DATE, NINE PROJECTS ARE COMPLETE:

• NEW CONSTRUCTION: Northwest, Brookville, New Lebanon, Vandalia and Miamisburg Branch Libraries.

• RENOVATION/EXPANSION: Electra C. Doren, Miami Township and Kettering-Moraine Branch Libraries, plus the Operations Center in the 1888 Sachs-Pruden Building in downtown Dayton.

• With the public opening of the new Main Library in June 2017, the Libraries for a Smarter Future project will be more than halfway finished.

Updates on Libraries for a Smarter Future are posted at DAYTONMETROLIBRARY.ORG/FACILITIES

STILL TO COME:

• Site work and construction for the new SOUTHEAST DAYTON BRANCH at the corner of Wayne and Watervliet.

• Renovation and expansion of the WEST CARROLLTON BRANCH at its current location in the West Carrollton Government Center.

• Site work and construction for the new WEST DAYTON BRANCH at Abbey Avenue and St. Rt. 35.

• Construction of the new WILMINGTON-STROOP BRANCH at its current location in Kettering.

• Site acquisition for a new TROTWOOD BRANCH.

• Site selection for a new EAST DAYTON/RIVERSIDE LIBRARY to replace the Burkhardt Branch, and site selection for new HUBER HEIGHTS and NORTHMONT (Englewood) Branches.
**THE ART OF WORD IN MOTION**

Poet, producer and writer Sierra Leone is joined by fellow poets Tripp Fontane, Naki Akrobattoe, and Nathan Tipton, vocalist Destiny Donelson and ballet dancer Alexis Britford for a blend of words and movement. WSU Distinguished Alumnae Sierra Leone is Artistic Director of The Signature, and will perform an original work to commemorate the Library’s transformation.

**BLACK BOX IMPROV THEATER**

Founder Justin Howard started The Black Box in 2012 and has been pushing the boundaries of Improv ever since. A multi-time performer at TEDxDayton and skilled professional coach, Justin is sure to spark hilarity for THE MAIN EVENT attendees.

**BUCH TV GUY**

For over 25 years, Jim Bucher has covered the Miami Valley as TV pitchman, radio fill-in host, emcee and ambassador for the region. Tonight he brings out your inner actor in the Green Screen Room!

**DAYTON CONTEMPORARY DANCE COMPANY**

Bessie Award-winning DCD is the oldest modern dance company in Ohio. Each year the company reaches approximately 30,000 people through performances and educational programming nationally.

**FEMME FATALE SILK AERIALISTS AND DANCERS**

Femme Fatale Fitness, led by Ringleader Champagne Shock (Cassie Guard), is Dayton’s premier pole, aerial, and dance studio exclusively for women.

**THE BOB GRAY ORCHESTRA**

The musicians in this versatile 10-piece orchestra are top-caliber performers in organizations ranging from the Dayton Philharmonic to local lounge groups. Swing out to their big band sound!
TODAY’S ENTERTAINERS AND PERFORMERS

KEIGO HIRAKAWA TRIO
This hard hitting, hard swinging jazz trio of piano (Hirakawa), bass (Eddie Brookshire) and drums (Fenton Sparks) reaches the highest level of improvisational artistry. Tonight the trio is joined by saxophonist JD Allen.

STEFFIN JOHNSON
Pianist Steffin Johnson is an alumnus of Stivers School for the Arts and Wright State University. He is currently studying with Andre Watts at the Jacobs School of Music at Indiana University.

THE MURAL MACHINE
Tiffany Allyn Clark and Christopher “Etch” Weyrich have been making art together as The Mural Machine since 2015. They have created over 35 public and residential murals to date.

DJ RADIO BASIM
WYSO’s “Behind the Groove” host Basim Blunt turns a mix of retro funk 45s, B-sides and Neo-Funk into two hours of head nodding, booty shaking fun!

JACKSON RIFFLE
Jackson Riffle is a senior at Newton High School where he is involved in music and athletics. He performs across the country as a percussionist in Ohio, Texas, and Washington D.C.

SON DEL CARIBE
The Cincinnati-based Latin music ensemble is acknowledged by dancers and listeners alike as the top salsa band in Ohio! Their exciting, energetic, eclectic sound includes many styles of Latin dance music.

SOUL FIRE TRIBE
Soul Fire Tribe from Yellow Springs lights up the night with multi-disciplinary dance forms including belly dance, ballet, modern dance and African dance – illuminated!

WYSO COMMUNITY VOICES
Community Voices puts local voices on the air with projects including Dayton Youth Radio, Veterans Voices, and Women’s Voices from Dayton Correctional Institution. Tonight, share your Library memories and stories!

ZOOT THEATRE COMPANY
Zoot is a forward-thinking theatrical design company specializing in puppets and masks. Since its founding in 2006, Zoot prides itself on its ability to blend the visual and performing arts, using the stage as its gallery.

For over 65 years, HORAN has created plans to control health care costs, protect your wealth and insure your life. But the end game at HORAN is more than a set of plans. We believe good health and true wealth create a better quality of life for our clients and their families.

HORAN is proud to support our valued client, Dayton Metro Library, and The Main Event.

www.horanassoc.com | 937.610.3700
CHEF JENN DISANTO, SAGECRAFT CATERING AND EVENTS

Jenn DiSanto was cooking and causing a stir with her catering business, Fresco. With a passion for creating catered food that exceeds expectations, Disanto joined with partners Liz Wiley, Dave Rawson and Elizabeth Valenti (Meadowlark Restaurant and Wheat Penny Oven & Bar) to form SageCraft, contemporary, high quality, super-flavorful, chef-driven food for family or corporate events.

CHEF MATTHEW HAYDEN, SCRATCH EVENTS

With two of the region’s most accomplished Executive Chefs and over 40 years of front line experience between them, Scratch Events is a food forward company that specializes in one-of-a-kind designer menus and seamless, professional service. President and Chef, Matthew Hayden, previously co-owned and operated The Pourhaus Tavern in Centerville and The Chimneys Inn Catering and Banquet Facility.

CHEF ANTHONY HEAD, PONITZ CAREER TECHNOLOGY CENTER

Anthony Head is a Culinary and Public Health educator conducting live cooking demonstrations and classroom education. A two-time member of Sinclair’s State Hot Foods competition team, Chef Head added an ACF bronze medal to a growing list of awards and credentials from Sinclair’s American Culinary Federation certified culinary program. In 2013, he was named one of the Miami Valley’s 40 Under 40 business professionals by the Dayton Business Journal and he won the Taste of Miami Valley People’s Choice Award.

CHEF ANNE KEARNEY, RUE DUMAINE/BAR DUMAINE

Anne Kearney first worked under the late Chef John Neal in New Orleans, and credits him for her classic French cooking techniques. She also had a three-year tenure with superstar Chef Emeril Lagasse. She is one of five chefs honored in 1999, 2000, 2001, and 2002 with a James Beard Foundation “Southeast Regional Best Chef” nomination, awarded the title of “Best Chef Southeast” in 2002. In November 2007, Kearney and her husband Thomas Sand, Jr. opened Rue Dumaine in Washington Township, and with her team opened Bar Dumaine in February 2017. Ultimately, wherever she is cooking, the cuisine reflects her motto: “Food of Love.”

CHEF MARIA WALUSIS, NIBBLES RESTAURANT/WATERMARK

Chef and owner Maria Walusis has been passionately preparing delicious food for over 25 years. Guests at the intimate, casual Nibbles Restaurant in Miamisburg have enjoyed her ever-changing menus for over two years. This summer, Chef Maria is excited to launch a new brand and a new venue named Watermark. The new casual, contemporary space will continue to offer the wonderful food and drink Nibbles customers have come to expect, while adding a dynamic bar/lounge, new dishes and features designed to entice a new audience.
ATTEND THE FREE

Grand Opening & COMMUNITY Celebration

AT YOUR NEW MAIN LIBRARY

SATURDAY, JUNE 17, 2017 | 12-5 PM

The Main Library resumes regular operating hours on Sunday, June 18, 1-5 PM

Entertainment • Refreshments
Activities for the Whole Family
Tours & Demonstrations
Special Performances

REGULAR HOURS:
M, T, TH | 9:30 AM-8:30 PM
W, F, SAT | 9:30 AM-6 PM
SUN | 1-5 PM

The Library represents access for all and a friendly exchange of ideas. In that spirit, Team 17 was pleased to partner with community leaders whose sponsorship enabled dozens of deserving guests – active military, library volunteers and community partners – to share in this amazing experience tonight.

We are grateful to Clothes That Work, our Be Our Guest partner, who generously offered private consultations and free “after-five attire” to the recipients.

The Main Library resumes regular operating hours on Sunday, June 18, 1-5 PM
Thank you!
MAIN EVENT LIBRARY STAFF COMMITTEE

**ASk me**
- CRAIG ARNOLD*
- DINAH BREMER
- CINDY CARPENTER
- JONATHAN CLINE
- PAULA FICKEL
- LASASHA HARRIS-LACKEY
- MATT KISH
- MILES WAGERS

**Event Support**
- CHRISTINE BOLIVAR
- JULIE BUCHANAN
- JOHN ELKINS
- NOEL LEMONS
- AARON SMITH

**Launch Point**
- JAMIE McQUINN*
- MICHAEL NAYLOR
- MARTHA RICE
- CAROLYN ROBERTS

**Opportunity @ Patterson**
- JOHN CALLON
- MELISSA GROVEMAN
- CONNIE PLISEK
- DAVID SENATORE
- ERIC WIRICK*

**Registration**
- WILLIAM COLSTON
- LINDA GOUGH
- LINDA JACKSON
- SUZANNE KIRCHNER
- JASON LONG
- GWEN OWEN
- JOANNA ROCHELEAU*
- CHRISTINA SANDERS
- MELISSA SOKOL
- TANYA THOMAS-SMILEY
- FRANCINE WANCZYK

**Silent Auction**
- TRACEE ARNOLD
- ALLISON DUGAN*
- LAURA DURHAM
- ANGELA JONES
- CINDY SIMERLINK

**The Imagine Portal**
- CHRISTIAN BREWINGTON
- JENNIFER BUCKNER
- TONYA CROSS
- ALLISON KNIGHT*
- KATHLEEN MOORE
- KELLYE PUGH

**TeenEdge & Green Screen Room**
- CHRISTINE GAFFNEY
- GREGG HAVEY
- KATIE HOSKINSON-BURKS
- FRED KIRCHNER
- NOELLE LANDIS*
- TOM UNDERWOOD
- GRETCHEL YONATA

**1888 Society**
- FRANCESCA HARY
- CHRISTY TRENT*

**The Dayton Room**
- MIRIAM ADAMS
- KRISTEN ALLEN-VOGEL
- JARED BALDWIN*
- NANCY HORLACHER
- WILLIAM MCINTIRE
- SHAWNNA WOODARD

**1 Item Terry Welker**
*Fractal Rain.* Sketch model (72”H x 24”W x 24”D) and concept sketches (16x20” framed). Stainless steel wire and prisms sculpture and signed sketches, PLUS installation by the artist.

**Item 2 Take to the Skies!**
A high-flying package that includes a zipline tour, rides in both the House hot air balloon and the Wright B Flyer, membership with dining credit to the Dayton Racquet Club high atop Kettering Tower, and author signed books on aviation.

**Item 3 The Mural Machine Live Art Creation**
Winning bidder takes home a unique creation by Tiffany Clark and “Etch” – a work in process tonight in the Oehlers Great Reading Room.

**Item 4 The Library Lover**
A priceless package for bibliophiles includes behind-the-scenes Library tours, a Bookmobile Party for the kids in your life, a Librarian-led book club (with books to keep) and a personalized dive into Local History, Genealogy and Archives, PLUS a Kindle Fire for all your DML downloads!

**Item 5 Katherine Kadish**
*Hampton Court 14.* Intaglio print with oil pastel painting (30x36” framed). Part of a series of work based on the gardens at Hampton Court, England.

**Item 6 Root for Rockne!**
Cheer on the Fighting Irish, courtesy of Tish Wilson, with two prime football tickets to Notre Dame vs. Miami (OH) on September 30, 2017, dinner in South Bend, a private campus tour, and handmade gourmet treats from South Bend Chocolates, PLUS $200 VISA gift card for lodging or game gear.

**Item 7 Andrea Myers**
*Blink.* Machine-sewn fabric collage (18x22”). Myers explores the boundaries between two-and three-dimensions in her textile wall pieces.

**Item 8 Host(ess) with the Most(est)**
This package includes an in-home cooking class or a catered meal for up to 10 guests with Chef Matthew Hayden of Scratch Events and a fine flight of wine from Heidelberg Distributing, PLUS add to your home’s curb appeal with $250 in blacktop/sealing or concrete work from House Asphalt.

**Item 9 Paula Wilmot Kraus**
*After the Morning.* Archival inkjet print (28x28” framed). Kraus relates photography or “drawing with light” to a painter’s process of mixing paint to create the initial palette of raw material.

**Item 10 Select Shakespeare**
Enjoy a night out with Shakespeare in Cincinnati! Dinner at the President’s Club and a show at Cincinnati Shakespeare will be the perfect literary evening, PLUS enjoy the Renaissance (Festival, that is), a collection of books, and a bust of the Bard himself.

**Item 11 Gretchen Durst Jacobs**
*Truss I.* Intaglio print (21x17” framed). Intaglio printmaking involves drawing onto a clear plastic surface then exposing onto a photopolymer plate, from which a hand pulled print is completed.

**Item 12-14: Susan Byrnes**
*Viscosity Series.* Pigmented cast polyurethane works, available for individual bid (12x12”, 12x12”, 12x18”, all framed).

**Item 15 Oh, the places you’ll go!**
A Dr. Seuss inspired package of family fun that includes a Dayton Dragons game in a luxury suite for 20 guests, family membership to Dayton Society of Natural History, unlimited rides on the Dayton History Carousel of Innovation at Carillon Park, admission to the Celtic Fest Ohio, PLUS the kids get a new bike and Cozy Coupe!
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Many thanks TO OUR SPONSORS & FUNDERS

PRESENTING SPONSOR: PNC

SPONSORS:
SHOOK Construction | HORAN | LWC Incorporated | CareSource | Sinclair College
SKANSKA | American Trademark Construction Services | Upward Brand Interactions
Wright-Patt Credit Union | Heidelberg Distributing Co. | WDTN/Dayton's CW
Progressive Printers | Dayton Area Chamber of Commerce | TAFT Law
Miami Valley Regional Planning Commission | Dayton Magazine | Digital Fringe
Discover Classical 88.1 & 88.9 FM | The Flower Shoppe | G4S | WYSO 91.3

Be Our Guest SPONSORSHIP:
Beacon Capital Management | Chase Bank | Coolidge Wall Co., LPA | Dayton Children's
Dayton Power & Light | Group 4 Architecture | Lisa E. Hanauer and Susan G. Spiegel
Marsh & McLennan Companies | Plumbers and Pipefitters Local 162
Thompson Hine | University of Dayton | Vectren | Woolpert